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PRESHOW ACT EXT.CLIFF.AFTERNOON
TYLER
See Luke! I told you so!
LUKE
Yeah, I guess you are right
TYLER
Well, what are you going to do?
LUKE
I don’t know... maybe we should
just leave him.
TYLER
Yea I guess.
LUKE
Now we know Reuben can’t jump off a
cliff.
Luke and Tyler walk away.
REUBEN
guys? guys? GUYS?! *sigh*
Jingle: Some things that Reuben Can’t Do
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TITLE
TECS Introduction. Production credits and Actors credits.
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ACT 1 INT.ROOM.MORNING
LUKE
Hello! Welcome to season 5 of the
Exploding Can Show! This is our
first episode since 2008! Our last
exploding can show was published
December 19, 2008. Although Season
4 was promoted, we never got around
to it and canceled it. Now let me
introduce to you a new segment
called: TEXTING WITH TYLER!
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ACT 2
JOSH
Wow, that Tyler sure is addicted to
his phone!
MEGAN
Tell me about it, he txts
everywhere!
JOSH
At home?
MEGAN
Still txting
JOSH
when he’s doing homework?
MEGAN
still texting
RAPPER 1
In the bathroom
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
On the couch
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
When driving
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
Eating breakfast
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
when he’s sleeping
RAPPER 2
Still txting

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
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RAPPER 1
In outerspace
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
sending faxes
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
watching TV
RAPPER 2
Still txting
RAPPER 1
eating cheese
RAPPER 2
Still txting
TYLER
CHEESE!?!?! i’M LACTOSE INTOLERANT
RAPPER 1
on the toilet
RAPPER 2
Still txting!!!!
Toilet flush and music dies.
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ACT 3 EXT.G BUILDING.AFTERNOON
Reuben is holding his clarinet.
REUBEN
Oh Hi! My name is Reuben Tate and I
am a student/secret agent/hardcore
player! Yeah! I can play my
clarinet so good!
Reuben plays clarinet.
REUBEN
Sometimes i am a really bad player,
such as in, THESE clips
Video clip shows Reuben playing horribly.
REUBEN
Yeah, but now we have sectionals, I
can play awesome, like in THESE
clips!
Video clip showing Reuben playing super awesome solos.
REUBEN
So now that I know how to perform!
Where do I go to learn more
information about the band? Well I
go to hilohighvikingband.webs.com!
Cause its AWESOME! you know what i
mean? Check out their website, its
pretty cool. They have forums,
contact info, by laws and even a
CALENDAR! Yeah, and they have a lot
of members. If you have any
problems or guys, you can see the
man in charge, Mr. Mendoza. (YAY)
So go visit the Hilo Viking Band
because they are AWESOME!!!!!!!!
YEAH!
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ACT 4 INT.ROOM.AFTERNOON
Tyler is doing his homework when his phone starts to ring.
Tyler answers his phone hearing someone with a foreign
accent.
TYLER
Hello?
LUKE
Hello sir, my name is Gerry the
Platypus and I am representing
Microsoft
TYLER
Wait isn’t that a..
LUKE
Yes ma’am, because of the increase
in bed sales, we are now selling
beds.
TYLER
Aw too bad, I wanted to purchase a
new computer! You see, my last one
crashed after trying to install my
seventh window.
Computer falling two stories.
LUKE
But wait son, we are selling
computers. In fact, may I interest
you in the snap feature?
TYLER
Oh oh! so my computer can do
whatever I say when I SNAP my toes?
LUKE
No dear, the snap feature lets you
quickly snap windows to the side,
full screen or even minimized.
TYLER
That is a really good feature!
Who’s idea was it?
LUKE
I do believe that it was my idea
sir. After all, I am a PC.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:
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TYLER
Great! So how much does it.....
wait a second! What happened to
Cullen the Mento?
LUKE
He is currently unavailable.
Anyways ace, are you interested or
not?
TYLER
I am really interested.
LUKE
Okay, so the price of the computer,
plus shipping comes out to -5.99.
It appears that you get a discount!
TYLER
Cool!
LUKE
Oh and 3000 dollars for sales tax!
Tyler looks shocked. and hangs up
LUKE
Hello? Helloo?? Hmm.. okay. dancing
time!
Random dancing
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ACT 5 EXT.FIELD.AFTERNOON
Josh Moments
ANNOUNCER
And now its time forrrr Josh
MOMENTS!
JOSH
Thank you! its good to be here! Hi,
I’m josh and I am going to
introduce my special guest, Tyler
Nakamoto
Tyler appears to the side
JOSH
So tyler, how does it feel to be
the next Tyler appering on the
Exploding Can Show
TYLER
uhm
JOSH
Good answer, anyways, thats all the
time we have left for Josh Moments.
See you next time!
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ACT 6 EXT.FIELD.AFTERNOON
LUKE
If we’re going to do pull ups,
we’re are going to do it like men.
ready? lets go!
Luke tries to do a pull up. FAILS. Lands on the ground.
multiple takes and random stuff prevents him from doing it.
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END ACT EXT.FIELD.AFTERNOON
Tyler, Reuben and Josh walk by luke trying to do a pull up.
REUBEN
You think we should tell the
audience what to expect next time?
TYLER
You can’t do that Reuben.
JOSH
Yeah, it will leave them hanging.
CAMERA sees Luke in the background hanging.
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CREDITS
Credits Roll. Bloopers play in the background.

